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SYNOPSIS OF KINDERTRANSPORT
A deeply moving and timely modern classic about a woman’s struggle to
come to terms with her past by Diane Samuels.

Hamburg 1939: nine-year-old Eva is forced onto a train by her desperate mother in order to
escape the threat of World War II. Arriving at Liverpool Street Station, tagged like a piece of
luggage, she’s handed over to strangers. In England Eva is cared for by Lil who tries helps
Eva in her attempt to have her parents join her in England, which was unsuccessful. Eva is
continued to be raised by Lil and adopts an English name ‘Evelyn’ while her Jewish heritage
fades.
London 1980: Evelyn, a proud mum, prepares to say goodbye to daughter Faith as she
leaves the family home. But what Faith finds in the attic will change her life forever. Faith
finds books and papers from the past that she never knew existed.
This heart-warming production is from the producers of last year’s acclaimed revival of The
Crucible. It marks the 80th anniversary of the Kindertransport, which saw thousands of
Jewish children ferried from Austria and Germany to safety.
Diane Samuels wrote this extraordinary and haunting play 25 years ago. It has never been
more relevant than today.

CHARACTERS







Eva Schlesinger – Evelyn’s younger self, we see her first as a nine year old German girl
who grows up and is seventeen by the end of the play.
Evelyn – a middle-classed English woman in her fifties
Faith – Evelyn’s only child, twenty years old, who lives with her mother, but about to
move out.
Helga- Eva’s birth mother and is Jewish. She is warm and affectionate to Eva
Lil Miller – Working-class English woman from Manchester. She has two children of her
own.
The Ratcatcher- A mythical figure who also plays the Nazi Border Official, the English
Organiser, the Postman and the Station Guard. The Ratcatcher himself is a sinister and
threatening presence drawn from the legend of the Pied Piper.
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WHAT WAS KINDERTRANSPORT?
Kindertransport literally translates from German to English as Children transport. It was the
devastating separation of parent and child through fear of Nazi territory increasing in
Germany, Poland, Austria and Czechoslovakia as well as their hatred towards the Jews.
Over 10,000 children were evacuated to ally countries including Britain, trying desperately to
escape Hitler’s Germany. Specially organised trains and boats transported the children
safely across the border in the year before WW2 began. The last train left Germany just two
days before WW2 was announced to the world.
A night of violence was organised by the Nazi’s in November 1938, where Jewish homes
and businesses were attacked. This was the first indication that Jews living in Nazi occupied
areas were not safe. This evening was later named Reichkristallnacht, meaning the Night of
Broken glass.
Knowledge of the horrific events made their way across the channel where a coalition was
being formed between Jews and Quakers in Britain. They lobbied politicians to agree to take
in refugee children from Nazi occupied countries. Parliament agreed to a limited number of
children between 5 and 17 years of age. However, each child was to provide a £50 bond in
which the coalition provided the money. All anticipated it would be a short-term departure, for
most it was a last goodbye.

Image from The Jewish Museum
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MIGRATION
Know your number. If you don’t know it you might forget who you are.
The journey wasn’t pleasant for the children, with guards tearing apart their luggage and
searching for valuables. The children were not allowed to depart from German ports and had
to take trains to Holland in order to board so that they didn’t disgrace German land. In
Holland however the children were welcomed with sweet drinks and cake before departing
for Britain provided by committees of volunteers.

ARRIVING
Around 200 children were aboard the
first ferry which departed in December
1938, with ferries thereafter landing
daily up until the start of WW2. Once
children arrived they became foster
children to local families or sent to live
in orphanages or other institutions
across Britain. This large operation was
run by the organisation named the
Movement for the Care of Children from
Germany (later shortened to the
Refugee Children's Movement).

AFTER THE WAR

The last goodbye, 1939 - Watercolour by Ernst Meyer

Many of the children stayed in the UK as their parents were killed in the war. Other children
moved to USA or Palestine to live with their remaining relatives.
From Southampton I went to a Jewish hostel for boys, where I was the youngest. Now I had
to start a new life, alone as yet. I started to learn English, adjust to living with others and take
on board English life. The latter included collecting cigarette cards, playing hopscotch and
seeing The Wizard of Oz; cinemas, theatres, etc. – Bernd Kocschland (Kindertransport child)
10,000 children migrated to Britain due to Kindertransport in contrast to the estimated 1.5
million children who died in the Nazi concentration camps. Though it may seem like not a lot
in comparison, the ability to leave a county and move to another was literally life or death.
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TIMELINE 1918-1939
1918 Germany signed the armistice on 11th November. This was the official end of WW1.
1919 The Treaty of Versailles was signed by Germany, France, Britain, United States and
Italy in the Palace of Versailles. The treaty deliberately kept German military small, and
made them agree to unachievable reparations to France. Probably the most volatile clause
was admitting sole responsibility for WW1. German citizens hated this admittance stating it
was the government’s fault not the people.
1923 Because of the impossible reparations Germany owed, France had occupied some of
its land. However, France withdrew with the persuasion of Britain and America due to
Germany’s high inflation and their fear of the country collapsing completely. Hitler attempted
power over Bavaria, which failed leading to his arrest.
1924 Hitler was sentenced to 5 years imprisonment, however was released after 9 months
after political pressure from supporters of the Nazi party.
1926 British general strike created labour unrest.
1928 The Nazi failed to win popular votes in the Reichstag election- only wining 12 seats.
1929 The Wall Street stock market crashed in America leading to The Great Depression.
1930 The Nazi party became the second largest party in Germany. The effect of The Great
Depression was felt across Europe.
1931 Alfonso XIII abdicated and Spain became a republic.
1932 The Nazi party won 230 seats and became the largest party in the parliament. Hitler
was rejected as vice-chancellor and diluted his hate towards Jews and concentrated on
German nationalism.
1933 Hitler became chancellor of the Nazi party. The fire at Reichstag building (German
government building) enabled Adolf Hitler to seize power under the pretext of protecting the
nation from threats to its security. He created the Enabling Act which was passed through
government, this law gave full dictatorship power. Hitler banned any other political power
from operating and denied the country of their civil liberties. This was considered acceptable
for many Germans as it was finally giving Germany her pride back from her distained
reputation from World War One. From then on minority groups were becoming more and
more marginalised and threatened. On April 1st 1933 a national boycott of Jewish shops and
businesses was announced. Anti-Semitism was now as overt as ever. This was a clear
demonstration that German Jews were not welcome in Nazi Germany and were now a focus
for hate.
In January 1933 there were some 523,000 Jews in Germany, representing less than 1
percent of the country's total population. Approximately 10% of the Jewish population
immigrated to surrounding European countries by this time. Those that immigrated often
forfeited their belongs and homes, which were then seized by the Nazi’s.
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1934 The ‘Night of the Long Knives’ occurred, an event where close to 100 people died
that opposed Hitler. Not only were anti-Nazi political leaders murdered but also supporters of
Hitler that deemed to be out of control. The SA nicknamed the Brown Shirts, who were
originally security guards at Nazi conferences and intimidators at other Party conferences
had gained a reputation for thuggery. SA storm troopers often acted like a gang demanding
protection money from local business. Deemed as a threat to Hitler’s progression Hitler
authorised the killing of the SA leader Ernest Rohm. This increased Hitler’s political strength.
1935 The Nuremburg Laws which were two laws created for the Protection of German
Blood and German Honour were created. The laws forbade inter racial marriage and took
away citizenship to Jewish people allowing the Nazis to legally push the Jews to the fringes
of society stripping them of their civil rights. Remaining German citizens were hesitant to
oppose the law as feared they would be known as an enemy of the state.
1936 The Olympic Games began in Berlin.
The Gestapo (German secret Police) were placed above the law and Germany reoccupied
the Rhineland without any interference from external countries, including those that signed
the Treaty of Versailles.
In Britain, Edward VIII abdicated.
1937 Hitler reveals war plans during Hossbach Conference.
1938 Hitler breaks the Treaty of Versailles by creating a ‘union’ with Austria. The antiSemitic measures created by the Nazis were adopted by the Austrians. Jews had to report
all of their assets, and plans were made for full scale elimination of Jewish businesses.
17,000 Polish Jews living in Germany were marched to the boarder of Poland but were
denied entry. Western democracies had now woken up to the horrific treatment of Jews and
started to facilitate Jewish emigration. Countries were less welcoming to the idea of mass
refugees, citing many of their own problems including unemployment because of The
Depression.
On the night of November 9, 1938, violence against Jews broke out across the Reich. This
was said to be set off by Germans' anger over the assassination of a German official in Paris
at the hands of a Jewish teenager. Jewish businesses, homes and synagogues were either
looted or burned down. This night became known as ‘The Night Of Broken Glass’. The next
morning 30,000 Jewish men were arrested and taken to concentration camps for the ‘crime’
of being Jewish.
This event increased efforts to evacuate Jewish children from The Reich. This was initiated
by Jews in Germany who allowed only young children to leave to countries that were willing
to accept them, however very few were.
Britain took 10,000 children and appeals were made by the BBC for foster homes.
1939 Germany invaded Poland and the rest of Czechoslovakia as well as signing a nonaggression pact with Russian. Italy invaded Albania. Britain and France declared war on
Germany; the start of WW2
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The Kindertransport statue, Liverpool Street Station
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THE JEWS
Officer: (taking out a pen) Don’t want you to forget where you are now,
do we?
Prior to Nazi’s rise to power Jewish people living in Germany lived peacefully. Before World
War II, Jews lived and succeeded in varied communities, across eastern and western
Europe, with diverse cultures and ways of life. Many Jews viewed themselves as members
of the nations in which they lived, not as outsiders. Being Jewish was just one aspect of their
identity.
Many fought honourably during WW1 and were generally law abiding citizens. However the
Nazi party exploited this element of their identity claiming that they could never be ‘true
Germans’ and therefore were a threat to Germany.
Jews made up only 1% of Germany’s population however this didn’t stop the Nazi’s labelling
them as the reason for all of Germany’s problems including its collapse in 1918.

ANTI-SEMITIC PROPAGANDA
Nazi’s used the Jews as a scapegoat in order to gain political power. They said that Jews
were responsible for the loss of WW1 and for the economic crisis. Although untrue, many
Germans believed it to be true. According to the Nazis, the solution to all of these problems
was to banish the Jews from society. In order to convince the German populace a variety of
propaganda material was implemented to support the Nazi agenda.
In 1933 when the Nazi’s came to power, Hitler established a Reich Ministry of Public
Enlightenment and Propaganda headed by Joseph Goebbels. The Ministry's aim was to
ensure that the Nazi message was effectively communicated through books, radio, theatre,
film, educational material, art and the press.
The Nazi’s created more opportunities to circulate anti-Jewish propaganda by having control
of cultural institutes including museums. An exhibition entitled “The Eternal Jew” attracted
412,300 visitors, more than 5,000 per day, during its run at the Deutsches Museum in
Munich from November 1937 to January 1938.
“The Eternal Jew” was also a name of a documentary from 1940. The film depicted Jews as
rats and with the narrator telling viewers “Where rats appear, they spread disease and
destruction into the land. They are wily, cowardly, and cruel, and appear mostly in large
numbers – just like the Jews among the humans.”
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CITIZENSHIP
Taken from Refugee Council, Truth About Asylum 2013 www.refugeecouncil.co.uk

REFUGEE ‘owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group, or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country’

Article 1, 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees
ASYLUM SEEKER A person who has left their country of origin and formally applied for asylum in
another country but whose application has not yet been concluded.
REFUSED ASYLUM SEEKER A person whose asylum application has been unsuccessful and who
has no other claim for protection awaiting a decision. Some refused asylum seekers
voluntarily return home, others are forcibly returned and for some it is not safe or practical for
them to return until conditions in their country change.
ECONOMIC MIGRANT Someone who has moved to another country to work. Refugees are not
economic migrants.
BRITISH L AWS RELATING TO A SYLUM SEEKERS
Taken from Asylum Aid: Process Made Simple www.asylumaid.org.uk
Three pieces of international law can be used to support an asylum application in the UK.
1. The 1951 Geneva Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, asylum seekers must
show that they have a well-founded fear of persecution due to their race, religion, nationality,
political opinion or membership of a particular social group, and are unable or unwilling to
seek protection from the authorities in their own country.
2. It is also possible for a person to apply to remain in the UK if removing them would be in
breach of their rights laid down in the 1950 European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR).
This is often called a human rights claim.
3. The UK is also party to the European Union Asylum Qualification Directive. Adopted by
EU member states as part of the process of establishing a Common European Asylum
System. It’s intended to ensure that common criteria for identifying people in need of
international protection are applied, and a minimum level of benefits is available for those
granted status in EU member states.
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PAGE TO STAGE
ABOUT THE QUEEN’S THEATRE
The Queens Theatre opened in 1953, the year of the Queen’s Coronation. In 1975 the
Queen’s moved from its original site on Station Lane to a new purpose-built 500-seater
theatre on Billet Lane. The Queen’s Theatre is proud of its status as one of the few
remaining producing theatres left in the country.
WHAT IS A PRODUCING THEATRE ?
Producing theatres, often referred to as a producing house, make and stage their own
original work. These theatres will have a large number of permanent staff, from scenic
carpenters and artists, to lighting and sound technicians, as well as office based
departments such as marketing, finance, administration, box office and learning.
Producing theatres sometimes enter into co-production deals with two or three other
building-based theatre companies, particularly when staging a more expensive or risky play.
In this arrangement, the companies’ share the costs and the profits of the production, which
will open at one venue and then move on to the other theatres involved in the deal. The
Queens Theatre is co-producing Kindertransport with Les Théâtres de la Ville de
Luxembourg in association with Selladoor Productions.
Due to the large number of resident staff and skillsets needing in a producing theatre they
are often subsidies and receive funding from the Local Council and the Arts Council.
WHAT IS THE SCENIC WORKSHOP AND WHO WORKS THERE ?
The Scenic Workshop is where production sets and scenery are constructed and painted. In
The Queens Theatre Workshop we have a Head of Production, who manages our two
Scenic Carpenters and Scenic Artists and a number of freelancers depending on the project.
The workshop team are given the Theatre Designers model box as their instructions for what
to make. The model box measurements have to be very specific because the set has to fit
the theatres stage. This is especially tricky when the production is touring to a number of
locations.
WHAT DOES A THEATRE DESIGNER DO ?
A Theatre Designer is responsible for creating the scenic design for the production. They are
part of the creative team and work closely with the director to develop a set design for the
production. Often the designer is also responsible for developing the productions costume
design.
WHAT IS A MODEL BOX? WHAT IS IT FOR?
A model box is a small model of the set, built to scale by the Theatre Designer. The model
box is given to the Scenic Workshop team to use as instructions for what to build. Model
boxes are normally built on a 1-25 scale, which means that the model is 25 times smaller
than the actual set that we see on stage.
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THE DESIGN PROCESS
INSPIRATION
Interview with Designer Marie-Luce
Theis
What initial design ideas did you have
after reading the script?
The first ideas that came to mind were not
primarily "design" ideas, but more general
thoughts about the story. The idea of the
fluidity of memory played an essential role
in the design process. Fluidity also in terms
of personality or identity. Not knowing who
you are as in not knowing where you´re
standing. We thought it could be interesting
to make this visible through the mechanics
of theatre, in terms of creating a space that
is transformable.
The author sets the play in an attic, a very
smart choice, so that gave us already an
interesting starting point. Our first design
concept was more abstract than it is now.
We wanted to keep the idea of the attic,
without making the set too obvious or too
realistic. There was an Idea of wooden
beams hanging wildly and shifting platforms
on the floor, but that changed at quite an
early stage. We then thought that it would
be interesting to start in a very naturalistic
way and then somehow break the realism.
Also the deconstruction of the stage, as a
symbol of instability and interweaving of the
characters in the different generations
played a major role. I also had the idea of
gaps, memory gaps, flashbacks and to
make this aspect tangible by having an
actual gap in the floor.
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SKETCHES
How have you developed the design concept for Kindertransport and how do you
work with the rest of the creative team to communicate this to the audience?

I did a lot of research on
random attics, and got
inspirations from wooden
beam constructions and
train stations, and tried to
find a way of combining
those elements into one
design. I wanted the set
to have more than just
one facet.

I also absorbed quite a lot
of information about the
various time periods the
play is set in.
I started with some
drawings and then of
course a scale model
which I developed with
Anne Simon over 2 months
circa.
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WHITE CARD
Interview continued:

The white card model presentation, where the model is still "raw", not coloured, was when I
first met Nic Farman, the lighting designer, who plays a very important part in the design
process and in the dramaturgy of the play. In a next step, the final model meeting, Anne and
I presented our concept to the rest of the group and the theatre crew. After that moment the
design becomes "available" for the rest of the creative team so that additional concepts
mainly for light and sound can be developed.

The ‘white card’ is a three dimensional blue
print of the design. This isn’t the final design;
it may offer no information on colour, little on
texture and materials, but all the most
essential information on space, structure,
movable elements and their practical
implications. This is presented to the director,
lighting and sound designer for their feedback
and questions)
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MODEL BOX

Once the white card is presented to the director, sound designers and the lighting designer, and
the ideas have been finalised, the designer then makes the model box. The model box will include
the exact colour and textures that will be used in the set so that scenic art and scenic
construction can construct the design accurately.
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SET BUILD
The Queen’s Theatre has a large workshop where scenic artists and scenic construction
create and paint the set using the model box created by the designer.

Technical Week
At the Queen’s Theatre the week before a show opens to an audience is called Tech Week.
In this busy week all technical elements of the production; set, sound, lighting, projection,
costume and stage management are plotted and rehearsal ready for opening night. Both the
technical and creative teams work incredibly long hours to ensure that the production is
ready for audiences the following week.
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Interview continued with Designer

What are the design challenges of Kindertransport?
The play is dramaturgically set in various times periods so a big challenge was definitely to
combine those different "time layers" into one space or creating a space where these
different layers can coexist. This is concerning both the set and the costumes. I wanted to
combine the naturalistic with something more abstract, blurry, and memory-like. There are
also hints to various other locations, but we are stuck in the attic. I think that´s interesting;
this prevents the audience getting completely drawn into the past and into the memory. We
always stay in the "present" time, in the time where the past is being uncovered and in a
story where the past events become part of the present and the future.
The props seem to be a quite a challenging aspect in the play. A lot of actions revolve
around props. Some of them play an essential role, for example the storybook of the
Ratcatcher or Eva´s suitcase, both objects that are later found in the attic by Faith, so we´re
trying to pay a lot of attention to them.
There were also a lot of technical restrictions too, the aspect of touring for example. The set
needed to fit in a lot of different venues, so I had to make a lot of adaptations to fit it into the
smallest of all, which is the New Wolsey Theatre in Ipswich. But those are more general
design challenges that come and change with every production.

In which moment(s) of the production does the design play a pivotal role?
There are various moments in the play where the actors intervene with the set. These
transformations happen mainly when the moments of memory take over and it was very
clear from the beginning, that the Ratcatcher will be the one who will change the stage
throughout the play and thus create different spatial variations. These changes allow the
play to develop onto different layers of reality and understanding.
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COSTUME
How did you choose and develop the costume design? Are you exploring a particular
colour palette with Anne for the design?
There is no particular scheme, but a more general idea of colours.
Whilst researching I found it quite difficult to find image references from the late 1930s and
1940s in colour. The pictures we looked at were black and white and bring with them a very
unique atmosphere, partly just because they are black and white. Our generation tends to
reflect about that time era in black and white, even though we know that there were colours.
So we decided to keep a fainted or dusty colour palette for Eva and Helga’s costumes.

Images sourced as costume inspiration
by designer Marie-Luce Theis
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The costumes for Evelyn and Faiths characters, which are set in the 80’s have a stronger
look. We are working a lot with costumes from the store, so it´s work in progress and our
palette is developing based on or findings.

Images sourced as costume inspiration
by designer Marie-Luce Theis
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INTERVIEW
ANNE SIMON (DIRECTOR)
Why did you want to direct Kindertransport?
We were looking into possible plays to be taken into consideration for a co-production
between theatres in the UK and Luxembourg. A real co-production means that not only the
production money comes from the different theatres, but also the creative team. So, we were
looking at plays that would ask for a multi-cultural cast and that could benefit from a creative
team with different backgrounds. And, the play should be tackling pan-European themes that
both audiences could relate to. In mind came Kindertransport, because it really asks for a
cast with both, British and German backgrounds and would thus be a perfect match for such
collaboration.
Apart from it being a historically very relevant play closely tying into today’s world problems I’ll get into this a bit later, Kindertransport is a rare gem in that it has an exceptional cast of 5
women and one man. And 5 great roles for women they are.

What are the key themes that you will be exploring in this production of
Kindertransport?
The play is of course about a historical event, the Kindertransport: the rescue of 10.000
mostly Jewish children from Germany and Austria from the Nazi regime after the
Kristallnacht (Night of Broken Glass) and the outbreak of the war.
We have been, and are of course, researching that specific event and time in history and are
more generally looking at what a separation from your parents and displacement from your
country means. At an age, when you are supposed to be exploring, testing and finding out
who you are.
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Imagine having to reimagine your life from scratch: learning a new language,
discovering a new environment, new rules, a new culture altogether means a
complete change of perspectives.
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
You need to behave like an adult when you really are not meant to be doing so. Themes of
responsibility towards each other, but also a greater, political responsibility tie in with
questions of protection, of loyalty of good and bad, and the decisions that need to be taken
in regards to those. More specifically looking at identity, there are sub-themes that need
exploring for the play: identities lost and taken; giving up voluntarily or out of fear; possibly in
order to fit in, to adapt and to adjust a person might chose to give their former identity up and
take on a new one.
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Reasons for this will be personal or universal - possibly both at the same time, but they will
always be clear to the person that took the decision, no matter how obscure or
incomprehensible they might seem to people around them. In that sense, the play is a lot
about different perspectives and about trying to understand each others’ decisions and
points of views. This is a big challenge, but also a wonderful experience as with each
moment in the play or each rehearsal we find ourselves in a situation where we think: “Oh,
now I do understand that person’s behaviour or decision and they are right” and in the next
moment you go “Oh no, actually, I do understand the other person’s point of view” and you
end up realising that it’s not about right or wrong choices, but about the fact that there will
always be as many points of view as there are people and there is no right and wrong (at
least most of the time - there are a few important moral and rights and wrongs that
humankind has agreed on), but many different perspectives that need compromise and
respect for each other.

Why is Kindertransport relevant in today’s society?
Kinderstransport is relevant in two very big ways in today’s society. The play is a reminder
that there was a time when Britain took in, without much hesitation, 10,000 refugee children.
This strongly contrasts today’s reluctance, the impossibly silly arguments against opening
our borders to the people of this world when they desperately need refuge. Such
selflessness seems unbelievable in regards to the current refugee crisis and it would be so
desperately needed. Not later than this January, five of the surviving Kinder, now all in their
90s, went to Downing Street, to sensitise and urge government to reconsider its position in
regards to take refugee children in from the war-torn regions of this world. The play could, in
that regard, not be any more pressing and relevant. Also, more generally, the play is clearly
remembering a time, when this country opened it’s borders rather than closing them as it is
the case today with Brexit.
A final important theme of Kinderstranport is memory and how it functions. Diane Samuels,
the playwright has said: “Memory is unpredictable”. In the play, the invisible memory is made
visible through the mechanics of theatre and the mechanics of memory itself. We are
discussing a lot what triggers for memory can be: smell, sound, visuals, touch even. And
than, there is the question of how memory presents itself aesthetically: is it naturalist like
film, is it Brechtian, is it distorted, how complete is it and how does that translate on the
stage?
The second massive relevance is that of a multi-layered and diversified view of things: in a
time of global communication and easy access to unfiltered information it is becoming more
and more relevant and important that we are able to try to understand different points of
view, accept different opinions - without necessarily giving up on our own - and make efforts
- sometimes very big ones - to accept each others’ decisions.

What exercises or games will you be doing with your actors to warm up in the
morning?
As this is a very “brainy”/emotional play, we do not do a traditional warm-up in the morning.
This is something I do with actors when creating a more physical or movement play. In the
case of Kindertransport, I prefer to run lines, and discuss intentions, feelings and emotions
around the table before going onto the stage. The actors all come from very different
backgrounds and very different generations and I trust them to know their bodies and voices
better than I do.
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Will you be leading any exercises to help your actors embody their characters
during rehearsals?
In the case of such an emotionally loaded play, I prefer to create a space where the actors
feel a hundred percent safe in in terms of their emotions. This means creating a space,
where everyone can feel free to share as much or as little of their personal, stories, fears,
experiences, thoughts as they are ready to do each day. If someone wants to have a private
chat, they can have it, if someone wants to share a personal family story that might be
relevant to the group or the work they can do so, but if they feel that they cannot that is fine,
too. Directing is about trust. Especially in a play like Kinderstransport.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
I trust the performers to technically know their craft - I need to make sure that
they can trust my opinion and guidance.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
When I work more physically, I work very, very precisely. This does not mean though that
the actors cannot change something - especially in regards to reacting and emotions: we will
have gone through many, many possible emotions, actions-reactions during the rehearsal
process. They should never be just “right or wrong” they can be an accurate reaction to an
action one day, and the next day the reaction needs to be adapted. That is, what I call
creating a safe space: giving the actor the security to vary according to what is being offered
on a certain night, to trust each other and to react to each other with the greatest respect
and joy.

EVA: Why won’t you help me?
HELGA: You have to be able to manage on your own.

Describe a key element in the show
A key element is the presence of the Ratcatcher - a character that works within the
imaginative spectrum that belongs to the realm of the theatre of the storytelling rather than
the historical reality. Often he is only present as a shadow on a scrim, or by sound he
produces himself. He blatantly works within the technicalities and memories of the theatre,
light: we feel and know that there is a lighting source that produces the shadow on the scrim;
sound: we see how he produces the sound that then is taken and reproduced/recorded and
developed by the sound-designer, he does the scene changes and we see how he changes
into different characters. This is what we call the suspension of disbelief.
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INTERVIEW
NIC FARMAN (LIGHTING DESIGNER)
What attracted you to working on this production of Kindertransport?
I think the opportunity to work with a creative team that has half come from Luxembourg and
half from the UK is really exciting. Collaborating with Anne and Marie has been really
interesting and rewarding as a process. It’s also a really important moment for this play to be
brought back.

What challenges does the set present and how has this impacted your design?
Marie’s set is really beautiful and sculptural which makes it a joy to light. As the action in the
play moves back and forth in time the challenge has been to help frame the world that each
set of characters inhabits, whilst the basics of the set stay the same. Both the past and the
present are played out in Marie’s attic setting so we are using light to help transform the
space to the other locations in the play. Another big part of my design is how we reveal the
character of the Ratcatcher and develop the world that he is set in, so I’ve been working
closely with Anne and Marie on the shadow work that plays across the set.

Which pivotal moments of the play are most important for lighting and why?
The moments where we reveal the Ratcatcher are really important, as it’s where we move
away from the real world and create something more abstract. Also, when Eva is on her
journey to England we use light to help depict her passage from Germany.

How have you collaborated with the designer and director? How has your creative
response developed over the process and what is your creative timeline on a
production like this?
Anne and Marie are great collaborators. I love working with people where everything is up
for discussion and all departments feed into each other and Anne and Marie facilitate that
brilliantly. This starts from the very beginning when I sit down with them and the model box
and we discuss what we’re looking to create. At this stage everything is very conceptual for
me as it’s about finding the way that light is going to sit within the story and the design. Here
I’m usually responding to both the text and the set design. Often there are things that the
director is looking for the lighting to specifically do, for example on Kindertransport we are
using the quality of light to help identify if we’re in the past or the present or the world of the
Ratcatcher. From then on it’s about translating these design ideas into a lighting plan and
developing a language for how we use those lights. Lighting design can be tricky because
you don’t get to ‘see’ your ideas in reality until we get to put the show into the theatre. It’s
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always very exciting when we get to tech and I start creating cues and looks for each
moment of the play and see those initial concepts in real life.

What is your favourite moment in the play and why?
I think the build up to the end of Act One is so powerful. The dialogue is fast paced and as
an audience member you are right there with Faith as she’s discovering her mother’s
childhood. Everything comes at you so quickly you need the interval to process it all!

HELGA: I’VE TOLD YOU. I WILL DO MORE THAN MISS YOU AND WRITE TO
YOU.

VATI AND I WILL COME. WE WILL NOT LET YOU LEAVE US BEHIND FOR

VERY LONG .

DO YOU THINK WE WOULD REALLY LET YOU GO IF WE THOUGHT
THAT WE WOULD NEVER SEE YOU AGAIN?
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INTERVIEW
ADRIENNE QUARTLY (SOUND DESIGNER)
What attracted you to working on this production of Kindertransport?
I was interested in working with a European Director and designer, to see how a different
approach to theatre making might work. Also, the play itself isn’t particularly naturalistic,
which means there is space to create an affecting, integrated soundtrack.

How did you research for this project? Which ideas have stayed in the realised
production and which ideas have not?
The main research was getting to know the text and being present early in rehearsals during
the discussions. Watching the film ‘Into the Arms of Strangers’ gave us a good
understanding of the issues and experiences surrounding the Kindertransport. Also, for the
sound world, it was important to analyse the text in a few stages. The first step was
understanding where each character is in terms of location or memory/present day, as the
sound can help make this clear. We also started to look at possible themes, such as the type
of world the Ratcatcher exists in, what the memory scenes might sound like and how to track
the internal emotional worlds of the characters. All of this gradually creates a sound
language which will then start to weave in with the lighting and set design.

What challenges does the text and Anne’s concept present and how has this
impacted your design?
There are a lot of stage directions in the play - things such as the "Sounds of train about to
start to move, sounds of Quayside " which indicate a large degree of naturalism. Anne and I
initially felt that we didn’t really want to follow these directions to the letter, and perhaps we
could locate the characters using a different, more abstract method. One idea was that
instead of just playing a steam train sound effect, we would record the Ratcatcher doing this,
using his voice. Although this didn’t really read as a train when played back in out of context,
(it just felt like weird sound effects), we did think it might work if he did it live onstage. Anne
pursued this idea with the actor and we are working on that at present.
The Ratcatcher also carries a bow and plays discordant tones on his walking stick with it,
interjecting where relevant. This is enhanced by the noises in the recorded soundtrack, and
it gives the character an eerie, strange presence onstage, who often comments in this way
on the feelings and thoughts of the characters as we go along. Embodying the train
intertwines the Ratcatcher with the torment of leaving and makes it a much more physical
presence. As regards the rest of the locations, I think the outcome will probably be hints of
real sounds, maybe treated in some way, (e.g. reverb or delay), mixed in amongst the music
and sound bed, all contributing to the narrative alongside music and musical tones.
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Anne felt that the feeling of the play would be enhanced with string music in
particular, so I researched suitable cello recordings which might work for scene
changes and underscores.
Being a cellist allowed me to record some abstract sounds and noises which follow the
Ratcatcher and track the internal world of Helga.

What is your favourite moment in the play and why?
My favourite moment in the play is the conversation between Lil and Faith, when Faith
gradually starts to realise that Eva is Evelyn, her mum. The tension really racks up as the
audience see the penny drop with Faith and it’s quite a thrilling, emotional turning point in the
play.
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LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Using Images
Use various images of events at a train station;






Someone leaving
Someone arriving
A close embrace
Someone chasing a leaving train
An unhappy face at a window etc.

Discuss how each character feels and improvise a scene based on the characters in the
photographs.

Freeze Frames
In groups create three frozen images:




First a happy family scene
Second an image capturing the stress, panic and fear of emigration
Third image show how the second image has affected the once happy family.

What’s changed? What are the dominant emotions that you need to show in image three?

Soundscape
In small groups using just your voices create a theme sound for the Ratcatcher. Get the
groups to sit in a circle and ask a volunteer from another group to stand in the centre with
their eyes closed. Ask the volunteer standing in the middle how they felt, and discuss how
sounds can be used in theatre to evoke emotion in the audience.

Family Photo Activity
Split the class into groups with students being characters in the play. Ask the students to
create a ‘family photo’ of each scene in the play. The group should select a clear event that
happens in the scene. For example an argument between characters. Challenge your class
to use, facial expression, focus (eye line) and proximity. Once the groups have created a
‘family photo’ of each scene in the play perform them back to the class. This physical activity
is a great way to investigate and signal key relationship changes and character motivation in
each scene.

Characters Emotions
Ask the students to get into groups of three. Two of the students should play the role of
Evelyn; one will be the internal Evelyn, which is full of fear, depression and anger. The other
Evelyn will be the external version of the character, which is ordered and controlled. Choose
a situation with some conflict within it, this could be Faith being in trouble at school or having
a row in a shop over being short-changed. The students playing Evelyn must be in physical
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contract and be in the scene the whole time, with both Evelyn’s wanting to be heard. The
other characters in the scene can only see the outer Evelyn. What happens?

Internal and External Character
Find a scene in Kindertransport where you want to explore the internal and external
emotions of a character. This could be the scene where Faith finds the box in the attic with
information of Evelyn’s past and the confrontation that happens. Ask the students to start to
perform the scene with scripts in hand, however when you clap the scene freezes and both
characters have to physically perform how their character is feeling inside as well as
verbalising how they feel.
For example if they feel threatened and scared, they could make themselves as small as
they can and as far away from the other character as possible. When you clap again the
scene continues where it had been paused. This activity allows the students to physicalize
the subtext within the scene.

Character Sculpture
A pairs activity, looking at how we enable characters to visually speak to an audience by
creating human statues. Partner A will be the clay, starting as a ball on the floor. Partner B
will be the sculptor. The sculptor doesn’t have to touch the clay, but by placing a hand or
finger near the bit of clay they want to move, they can manipulate the arms, legs, head and
body of the clay into an interesting statue based on a given stimuli.
Start with sculpting contrasting images of love and hate. Look at the facial expression
sculpted to support the body’s position. How does it speak to an audience? What does it
say? Who is this character? What is their story? What leads us to think of this association?
Try sculpting more specific characteristics. For example: hero, hate, lonely, isolated, leader,
and follower.
Then try sculpting characters within the play. For example: The Ratcatcher, Eva, and Faith.
Ask the sculptures to freeze and the sculptors to walk around the gallery that you have
created. Ask them to stand next to the sculpture that best represent the character they are
frozen as (they can’t stand next to their own sculpture). Ask everyone to congregate around
the sculpture with the most students around it and ask them why they chose this particular
sculpture.

Character walking
Start by explaining what is meant by a neutral position and a neutral walk. Ask the students
to move around the room, imagining the following, and adapting their walk accordingly:




They are being pulled up by a piece of string attached to the top of their heads.
They are being pulled along by some string attached to the end of their noses.
They are being pulled along by some string attached to their tummy’s.

The students should decide on one as their favourite way of walking. They should now walk
around like this while you ask some the following questions. When you have asked the
questions, get them to freeze after a few moments thought, then tap a few students on the
shoulder and get them to tell you their decisions:



What is your name?
How old are you?
Kindertransport
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Where are you going?
Do you have a job? What is it?
Where do you live?
Do you have a partner? Are you married? Single?
You have a secret. What is it?
You have 3 wishes – what are they?

Follow this exercise by playing the role of a street interviewer who is canvassing opinions on
a current theme. Have the students answer as their various characters. Do the same
exercise but using characters from the play and asking the same questions.

Guilt and Gratitude- Imaginary box
Ask the students to sit in a circle and pass an imaginary box around the room, with each
student imaginary a gift within it. They should take out the gift from the imaginary box and
physically demonstrate what the gift is. For example holding something small with a stroking
action would demonstrate a small pet. Ask the class to choose whether the gift is something
they are grateful for and happy about or something they wish they didn’t have. How do the
students use their facial expressions to show this?

DIARY EXTRACT
Write a diary entry for a character at the start of the play, half way through and at the end of
the play. Students should write as if they were in the character’s shoes. Have students read
their entries to the class and discuss.

EXPLORING MEMORY
Ask the class to pick an event that they all have witnessed or been present at that they are
confident in describing in detail. This could be a school assembly or watching the 2012
Olympics, or a class member’s birthday party. Ask the class to write down everything they
can remember about the same event, and then in small groups compare their writing.
Discuss how memory can be distorted and changed depending on perspective.
In small groups recreate a memory focusing on the senses. For example if it was a birthday,
you might hear the sound of the song happy birthday, you might feel the presents, taste
birthday cake, smell candles and see decorations. Using only the objects in the classroom.
Improvise the memory how they believed the memory happened and then again layering an
emotion, for example fear or excitement. Once you have acted out the memory ask the
groups how it felt to revisit a memory and how it felt to distort a memory.
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